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About This Game

The flute nose dynasty has been watching over Asposia for centuries on end. In secret, they fill the roly-poly world with light
and life. Emil, a trader for odds and ends, has led all the Asposians astray, making them believe that the dynasty is in cahoots

with dark forces. Seriously, who knows what this weird family is doing day in, day out? The only one who could stop evil Emil
is the heir to the flute nose throne: Robert. He has been petrified for three years, though. With a huge dose of enthusiasm, but
little to no idea what he’s actually doing, he embarks on an adventure to find the legendary last wind monk. Of course, he has

some great company: Peck, as loyal as he is flightless, and Laura, a rebel who certainly does fly, but only off the handle and who
is Robert’s love with a capital L, by the way. A final ray of hope is provided by the mysterious Mama Dola, who seems to know

more about Robert’s destiny than Robert himself…

Features

Experience the fun and moving sequel to “The Inner World” (you don’t need to know the first part!). Save the flute noses
from persecution and evil Emil!

Hours of fun brainteasers await you: find the last wind monk, cause trouble in a tumble mouse factory, play with Uncle
Oboe for some toilet paper in prison, help a desperate Bingo-Pony become happy once again, bring the adorable baby
gorf back home and save Asposia! Again!

Navigate Robert and Laura, those charming Asposians, through the game. And now you can even operate the nutty
pigeon, Peck.
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There are new sites for you to discover! Including the topsy-turvy airport “Asposia Central”, the quirky tumble mouse
farmers and the mysterious Shovel Mountains.

Practice new songs on your magic flute nose and activate ancient artefacts.

Beautiful hand-drawn adventure for people quick on the draw.

Hilarious dialogues in awesome sound quality.

The Asposian puzzle help: Provides you with hints when you’re as clueless as Robert – completely spoiler-free of course.

Available for most any operating system or console – except the Gameboy!
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Title: The Inner World - The Last Wind Monk
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Studio Fizbin
Publisher:
Headup Games, Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017
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English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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As promessed, here is an update to my original review. The original is below.

The devs certainly do their best for us. Every bug or question has been answered and followed up and as far as I know, has been
solved. The bugs that I have encountered seem to be fixed now.
So thumbs up for the developer!

Read my original message for the rest of the game:

This game certainly has its flaws, but it is a very nice game and its core usually works.

At this time of writing, I experience crashes every time I try to do a rematch. No problem, I go back to the main menu and start
a new game. One time, I had a crash mid-game (and I think I was winning). Too bad.
But the devs seem to listen to these complaints and I am hopefully waiting for the next update.

To talk about the game itself:
- I didn't know the board game before this game came to Steam, so I can't tell wether it is a good replacement for the board
game, but I actually believe that it must be because I can't think of anything the board game could have more.
- The graphics aren't great, I don't mind and neither should you because you don't play this kind of game for AAA graphics but
for the experience. Still, it would, in my opinion, be an improvement if the graphics were better because it pleases the eye.
- The AI on EASY mode is way too easy, play it only to get started. But also on MEDIUM, the AI seems to be an idiot.
Yesterday, I won on HARD and had the feeling that the AI should have seen it coming. Maybe EXPERT or IMPOSSIBLE will
give me the difficulty I need, but I can't tell yet. Anyway, there is a multiplayer option if you want the real stuff.

Short: this game is ok, but it needs bugfixes. I will change this review when those bugfixes have released.. Charming graphics
and the draw mechanic is fun, but gets repetive fast and way to expensive in my opinion.
(I dont have much Steam time on this but played it outside of steam to).

I would say get it while its ~2-3 bucks. Negative vote cause of the steep price for such a puzzle game.. basically got into the
game, couldn't move and then got the♥♥♥♥♥♥beat out me with a pipe. 10/10 would refund again. The game is good.
The game is long, so you have to play a lot if you want to see the end of the game. Some fights better and better. But this game
doesn't have achievements.
And you can get trading cards.. This game, is not the type you play once and uninstall, you play it a lot of times and the outcome
of each game is diferent than the other.

The animation, the music are awesome. I could listen to the music of this game and never get tired of it.
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The flaw in this game, is that your character becomes too powerfull and the the challenges become quite easy.
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Abandoned by the devs, and they have also taken down the multiplayer servers.... full of bugs. Short and sweet, Another
Perspective bends your mind a small way, mixing a little existential darkness with enough meta to keep you unbummed. Well
worth a few bucks and a few hours.. Good game, realistic locomotives and quite fun. However, watch what DLC you buy, as
some of the DLC is a bit poor and quite expensive. The three routes that come with TS 2019 are detailed and large ones. SWT
Portsmouth Direct, Helper - Provo and the West Rhine Railway (in my opinion, i'm not a SWT or US western railfan so the
choice sucks a bit).. http://www.wargamer.com/reviews/review-the-seven-years-war-1756-1763-part-1/
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